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A Leap of Faith:
Hi-RiseRenovating a NYC Apartment

My client Janet and her husband met with me once. Just one time before hiring me to renovate

their NYC apartment at Museum Tower. We established trust and a certain level of chemistry that

Wcaused her to take a leap of faith. “ e want to hire you”–words that were magic to my ears. Located

next door to The Museum of Modern Art, Museum Tower is a challenging location for a renovation

sproject. Logistics are tough. There’ no parking. To transport materials, my crew has to go up three

elevators. We feel intense pressure to accomplish everything on our to-do list because the building

vonly allows us 7 hours of renovation time per day. So why did Janet trust me? Because I’ e worked

lin that building before and I’l do it again.

The couple was living in New England and used the NYC apartment as a weekend getaway,

a pied-à-terre. I knew that they wanted a balance between modern and traditional design, which

ssuits Museum Tower’ contemporary style and brings in traditional elements that Janet appreciates.

er sAlso, I knew from experience, that small space call for simplicity. Because my clients live several

hours away, I made sure the design and renovation process wouldn't take up too much of their time.

My team took the project on and communicated with Janet through phone and email. Keep in mind,

this was 10 years ago …before such great strides in technology were in use. Even then, it was

possible to do a luxury renovation based on one in-person meeting.

Renovating an NYC apartment at Museum Tower depends on critical planning  to a much higher,

degree than in many other locations. Janet mentioned that she wanted to feel like the sink was at

a window. What did we do in this apartment without a kitchen window?

The design would have to be ingenious. We created a large opening at the sink which faces and joins

the dining area. A window in its own way, it allowed more spatial flow. Other details followed with:

mapleHerringbone wood flooring and cabinets contrast with the modern appliances and clean lines

in the kitchen.
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Another significant detail that made a difference; opting for sliding doors instead of hinged. We found and

used a high-quality German hardware system so the doors slide with the slight touch of a finger.

Would anyone else know that these touches of magic create a balance of modern and contemporary

design?  No, but they feel it. After 10 years, every time Janet and her husband visit they still notice

something new that they appreciate.

sAll the while, working around Museum Tower’ logistical constraints…and this project took only 4 months.

v moreOther projects we’ e completed there took 8 months, often a client still wanted one or two minor

,changes. Janet's project I think  speaks to the trust we try to build early on in our relationships.

o ’s are offset by a super staff and management crew  and we ed workingMuseum T wer challenges ; enjoy

with them, making the climb look easy, like magic.
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